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Join the Revolution
Brewer as a Service (BaaS) Green Subscription from just €6 per day* 

Speciality coffee deserves a speciality brewer
The original tankless brewer, the Hipster is unrivalled, not only in the quality of the coffee
brewed but in its sustainable, circular, next-generation design philosophy.  
Our Green subscription gives you access to our premium range of batch brewers with no
upfront costs and no headaches around maintenance, service or quality. Access a curated
roster of speciality coffees and membership to our BaaS community group where we share
ideas, recipes, education and coffee culture. Bring Speciality Coffee to your counter - Simple, 
sustainable, cost effective, profitable - BaaS.

A Sustainable Future
We’re all looking for ways to be part of a global sustainability solution. But how can you, as a 
business owner, do more? As part of the BaaS community, you’ll be subscribing to a service that 
is built around a brewer that is sustainable by design. Tankless, with low energy
consumption, using only the highest quality parts to ensure longevity and high performance, and 
online functionality allowing much of the support to be done remotely, means less energy wasted 
and a considerably lover carbon footprint. We’ll also replace your brewer every three years, 
fully refurbishing your old one before placing it in another BaaS venue – a truly sustainable and 
circular subscription that respects the environment and our impact on it. 

Your BaaS subscription also helps support coffee-growing communities across the world.
We’ve partnered with Project Waterfall, so for every year you are part of the BaaS
Community, you’re helping to bring clean drinking water and improved sanitation to a
coffee-growing community.

Choosing a sustainable brewer shows your customers you want to invest in a better tomorrow 
and with BaaS, that choice comes without compromise. As our BaaS community grows so too 
does the impact of your sustainable choice – join the revolution.

One Brewer. Boundless Possibilities
We understand the pressures and realities of running a coffee business and have considered 
every detail so you don’t have to. 

Whether you’re an independent café or a chain - the unique design and minimal profile of our 
brewers mean they can fit into the tightest of spaces but still create counter culture to wow your 
customers. Multi-functional, the Hipster allows you to take your coffee to the next level with 
consistent pour-over quality warm brew, craft cold brew in 20 minutes, concentrates and tea.

No style over substance here, just clever Swedish design, a premium patented brew process,
and comfort in the knowledge that your customers are receiving Quality In Cup, every time.

Included In Your BaaS Subscription

Your Chosen Brewer
Kobra, Wall or Puls – Every Hipster creates exceptional coffee, so the brewer you choose is all 
about space and visual appeal.

Installation and Annual Service
Keep your Hipster at peak performance. 

Support and Maintenance
Online support as well as in-person when required – replacement parts included.

3000 High-Quality Filter Papers 
Yearly delivery of 3000 Hipster papers + a BaaS discount for any additional orders.

Cold Brew Add-On
Upgrade your coffee offering with cold brew on-demand. Our machines can create up to 2.7l in 
20 minutes, reducing costs and overhead against your current process or adding a lucrative new 
revenue stream to your operations.

Speciality Coffee
Simplify your ordering and delight your customers with access to a curated list of speciality 
coffee from different corners of the world, including specific beans for your cold brew creations.

New Recipes 
Access new, innovative recipe ideas created by leading baristas, roasters and  
BaaS members, making serving the best coffee, even easier.

Make the choice to speed up service, improve quality, save money and drive additional revenue.

Join the 3TEMP family from just €6 per day.
Contact us: Sales@3temp.com or call:  +46 570 711300 or 0044 7831 547 685


